
 
60 hours with Sister Jayanti – Casablanca - Morocco 

From June 13 to June the 15th we had the great fortune to welcome Jayanti bhen here in Casablanca for her very first visit to the region. Together 

with her, we were 36 of us out of which 27 beautiful national and international guests who helped us a lot and auspiciously decorate Wahat El 

Salaam, meaning ‘Oasis of Peace’, Baba’s house, with virtues and blessings : our special guests Sister Wendy Kwok and her friend Sister Karolyne from 

Hong Kong who came with Jayanti bhen also having been to Egypt and Lebanon, and Baba’s special jewels : Sister Aruna and Sister Muna from 

Kuweit, Sister Gopi from Worthing who came to bring her valuable help for 3 weeks, Brother Renaud from Marseille who also came to add his 

precious cooperation for 3 weeks and toured Morocco, Sister Dalila from Marseille / Algeria, Sister Antonella and Sister Silvia from Italy, Brother Dr 

Hervé from Paris, Brother Ali from Nice France and Agadir Morocco, Brother Abdelhak from Bologna Italy and Casablanca Morocco, Sister Helen from 

Oman, but also Sister Kristina and Sister Ale together with 5 brothers and sisters and a beautiful baby from Lithuania, and Sister Dr Nadia, Sister 

Soumya, Sister Dr Salwa, Brother Dr Azaou, Sister Ouafa from Agadir, Sister Sarah and Sister Nadia from Temara (Rabat). With them our Casablanca 

family : Sister Sapna and Brother Ramesh, and with them the whole Sindhi Community, Sister Anita, Brother Ashok, Brother Ismail, Brother Yahya, 

Sister Khadija, Sister Fatima Zahra.  

Sister Laura and Sister Nadia are thanking every one from their heart, for their beautiful cooperation and are especially deeply thankful to BapDada 

and Dadi Jankiji to have allow our divine Sister Jayanti to be here with us. We feel that nothing will ever be as before. 

Highlights Report.   

���� arrival at midnight 

 

Jayanti bhen, Sister Wendy Kwok and 

Sister Karolyne arrived at Midnight on the 

Sunday and were welcome by a few of us. 

In Baba’s house garden, heart shaped 

candles  were lited and a bouquet of 11 

beautiful angels welcomed Jayanti bhen 

with smiles, roses and happy hearts… 

Jayanti bhen said she was not expecting 

them to be awaken at that time, yet tell 

us, how could we ever miss Baba’s angel 

divine arrival ? Swagadam song expressed 

our joy and happiness for this long 

awaiten happy moment of the 

Confluence… 

 ���� Monday morning 

Baba’s house looked so beautiful, with brother 

Jean Louis wall art work that looks like a window 

on Golden Age. Prior to this event blessed karma 

yogis came and help preparing the house both 

physically and at the subtle level. The Monday 

Morning we had a program with about 50 

persons including the landlord and the landlady 

and their children on ‘’peaceful hearts for a 

peaceful world’’ at Baba’s house, Wahat El 

Salaam, ‘’Oasis of Peace’’ ending with an olive 

tree planting ceremony in Baba’s small beautiful 

garden. The tree is called ‘’Maghreb’’ and 

received land, water and plenty of Good Wishes 

from all. Sister Dr Salwa sang beautifully ‘’God is 

My Friend, God and I are always together, I want 

to remain under His light, I want to share His 

light with all…’’ 

���� Monday afternoon 

 

After sharing traditional couscous and ice creams, 

we had our first outside program with Sister Jayanti 

and Sister Muna at the library of a nearby 

University on ‘Emotional Intelligence’. 150 

students, professors and friends were present and 

totally appreciative. The director Mrs Hanae Lrhoul 

was radiant and getting the fruit of her big 

cooperation in arranging our programs. The 

program was webcasted live on internet. 5 days 

later, a followup program attracted 100 persons in 

the same place on ‘Self Confidence and Meditation’ 

by Sister Gopi and Sister Laura and again was 

webcasted. 

���� Monday evening 

Sufis Artists started Baba’s main public 

program. The Sindhi Community of 

Casablanca was well represented with 50 

of them. They cooperate very generously 

in many ways. Jayanti bhen spoke on the 

topic ‘’Better Thinking, Better Living, 

���� Monday evening 

At the beautiful hall of an islamic studies, law 

and social sciences university 330 were present . 

The evening was co-organized with the Indian 

Association of Morocco and the President Mr 

Pishu Mirani opened the Conference with his 

good wishes. His father was a friend of our Dada 

����Monday evening 

 

Jayanti bhen was given a question by each of the 6 

speakers, Health representatives: Dr BK Hervé, Dr 

Salwa, Business: Dr Slim Kabbage and BK Sister 

Muna, and Sustainable Development specialists 

Mrs Fattouma Benabdenbi and BK Bro. Renaud. At 



Better Being – The world is the reflection 

of what we are individually’’ . 

 

Murli who used to visit Casablanca. the end a cocktail was served to all guests with 

both indian and italian dishes. 

���� Tuesday morning 

On Tuesday morning Jayanti bhen and a 

few others went to visit Casablanca’s city 

and then all enjoyed moroccan tajines. 

The kitchen was on permanently to 

prepare delicious moroccan specialities 

whether for breakfast or other. In total 

more than 1000 tolis were also packed 

and distributed. 

���� Tuesday afternoon 

On Tuesday afternoon we were invited by the 

Association of Women Entrepreneurs of Morocco 

on the topic ‘’Self Management for extremely 

busy people’’. The President Mrs Souraya 

Badraoui Idrissi was deeply touched and asked 

for more programs to take place with more top 

women and with Sister Jayanti. 

���� Tuesday evening 

On Tuesday evening the Ambassador of India, Mr 

B.B. Tyagi and his wife visited Baba’s house and 

were very positively impressed. We then all move 

to Anita and Ashok Sharma for an evening with the 

Sindhis of Casablanca. The Ambassador and his 

wife, stays for the whole program. 

���� Tuesday evening 

Jayanti bhen spoke on ‘’Maintaining faith 

and courage in challenging times’’. 

Beautiful pujas were sang by full of 

bhavna sindhis brothers and sisters and 

diner was served to all, about 100  sindhis 

plus about 20 moroccans and 

international guests, some of whom 

shared their experiences of leading a BK 

life with all. 

���� Wednesday morning 

 

On Wednesday morning Jayanti bhen offered 

bhog and we did connect with our Dadi Janki on 

the phone (see her message hereafter). It was 

also Shantamani Dadi’s day.  

And, Waw Baba Waw,  

Dadi Janki said that she will come to Morocco ! 

���� Wednesday morning 

Jayanti bhen then went to visit a Mandir (temple) 

where a group of 15 Sindhis and hindis had 

gathered on Sat Narayan day. Jayanti bhen 

explained to them in hindi the true significance of 

that day. All received drishtis, nectar, fresh halva of 

that morning bhog, chocolate toli and blessings. 

				 Au Revoir Jayantiben 

It was already time to move to the Airport 

for the departure. All guests felt showered 

with blessings and a few new ones 

decided to follow principles and to 

become vegetarians. In Agadir they have 

started to gather for Murli class. 

Baba’s new land in Agadir 

One Sister decided to give a 429 m2 land to Baba 

in Agadir in a very beautiful residential area. She 

wanted to do so before Jayanti bhen would leave 

the territory as the sister felt she so much 

wanted to give that land to God. For the whole 

family this felt as marking a very special 

beginning. By coincidence an other sister and her 

husband and family, both very close friends have 

purchased same surface of land next to this one. 

Anyone expert in architecture and willing to 

bring their contribution are most welcome ! 

Lucky Casablanca  
Many new contacts appears and are so interested 

especially to learn meditation. Baba’s house keeps 

fully busy and is overflowing with blessings. We feel 

so blessed that both the Sindhi community and the 

Moroccans are decorating Baba’s house with their 

beautiful presence and taking benefit and much 

inspirations. We have the auspicious luck to have 

had visitors (see below) since the very beginning of 

our presence here and it feels that it is not going to 

stop. Our Sister Sheelu from Madhuban is also 

going to visit us in September. 

See pictures hereafter, starting with the leaflets. 

 

   
Marie Binder’s beautiful creation used for main program leaflet ‘’Better Thinking, Better Living, Better Being. ‘’ 

Self Management for extremely busy professionals leaflet 

Emotional intelligence leaflet. 



  

  

 

  

 

  



  

 

  
Baba’s new land in Agadir. Dr Sister Salwa and Dr Sister Nadia : it is Destiny 

that they are going to be lucky divine neighbours 

 

Dadi Jankiji’s message to Morocco on June the 15th  

(one year of Casablanca and first visit of Jayanti bhen – Shantamani Dadi’s day) : 

‘’Baba’s blessing is wonderful today, (May you constantly have a crown of light and carry all your activities with a signal through your thoughts. The 

thoughts and time of the children who remain constantly light are never wasted. They only have thoughts that are going to become practical. Just as 

you clarify something by speaking about it, in the same way, they carry out all ,their activities through thoughts. When you adopt such a method, the 

physical world then becomes the subtle region. For this accumulate the power of silence and wear a crown of light.)  

Many subtle thoughts are working away. You all liked being here did you ? there is many multimillions fortune being earned at every step. It is a very 

old place where Sindhis have gathered and lived for a long time.  

The service here will be very unique and different. Give my tons of love to everyone.  

Shall I come to Casablanca ?!, I have to come, you have inviting me, i have to come ! I don’t know how Baba is doing His wonders. God’s magic is 

happening so let’s see what happens. No corner should be left. OK.’’ 

(Dadi then said that she would ask Sister Urvashi to send Dadi’s last points, see hereafter). 

‘’Baba spoke beautifully of the importance of 'yoga', remembrance today.  

1) Remembrance makes us clean 2) Yoga empowers us to face any kind of situation. Nothing is new; we become unshakeable and immovable. Neither 

do we come into upheaval nor do we bring others into upheaval. 3) Yoga removes the alloy and makes us real gold. Time and attention need to be 

given to remove the alloy as it doesn't allow one to remain happy in yoga and service. Remembrance is to stay in awareness (smriti) and service is to 

enable others to stay in awareness.’’ 

 



Our Multimillions thanks to all Baba’s cooperative children who helped in creating ‘Wahat El Salaam’ (‘Oasis of 

Peace’ Baba’s House) : 
Sister Wajeeha from Kuwait, Sister Shaikha from Kuwait, Sister Gopi from UK, Sister Aruna from Kuwait, Brother Ali from France / Morocco, Sister Rachel 

from Nice / Algeria, Sister Annie from Paris, Sister Sarah from Temara, Sister Dalila from Marseille, Sister Leticia from London / Algeria, Sister Myriam 

from London, Sister Corinne from Paris, Brother Abdelkarim from Paris, Brother Jean Louis from Lyon, Brother Laurent from Nantes / London / Africa, 

and again Sister Gopi from UK, Brother Renaud from France.  And, great gift : Brother Renaud from France is going to come and stay here in 

Casablanca, bringing his experience and cooperation to Morocco ! 

   
Powerful ocean reminds us of the Almighty Wahat El Salaam House Thanks brother Ali for big help. 

   
Janamashtami Starting 40 days bhatti for Maghreb Diwali 

   
Sarah of Temara Sister Laura and Sister Dalila Sister Myriam reading a poem 

   
Diwali gathering Helping creating the foundation in Casablanca bro.Abdelkarim, sis. Corinne and sis. Nadia 

   
Sisters Nadia, Anita, Sapna and Myriam Sister Myriam Sister Myriam, brother Barrack, sister Sarah 



   
The beautiful special Melwani family : Sister Romina, brother Vishal, Sister Sapna, Brother Ramesh, Sister Reena. Ganesh. With Jayanti bhen. 

 
Made for BapDada as a result of wonderful 40 

days bhatti for the Maghreb with 40 yogis 

contributing 40 mns + 1 mn for 40 days. 

Beautiful roses sent from Italy. Golden age is visible through the window.  

Creation of brother Jean Louis. 

   
Special remembrance inaugurating Baba’s room Lucky teens at Taghazoute near Agadir Lovely sisters in Agadir 

   
Hoisting the flag on Shiv Ratri Baba’s room Sister Laura Sister Myriam Sister Leticia 

 

 

 

Baba’s magic in all small details ::: 

 

we want to share with you, how we saw really 

truly Baba did everything big and small, for 

instance, all the gifts received for his house 

were magically matching the need or the style : 

we needed a Shiv Baba and a beautiful giant 

One came, we wished a photo of our Dadis but 

no time was there to make it and it came 

beautifully framed, a royal lamp came matching 

the curtain, a silver fruit bowl came matching 

the carpet, and so on…  

 

 

 

 

 

We feel this program was a small preparation 

for something biger and very special to come. 

As per Jayanti bhen message during the tree 

planting ceremony : ‘the seeds of peace have 

been planted and the tree is going to  grow 

spreading the fragrance of peace in the whole 

Region’. 

Sweet angel Sister Nadia, Oasis of Peace 

Niwasi, singing divine melody of love for God. 

 


